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A chara, 
 
Ó Cualann is a not-for-profit Approved Housing Body which builds and supports affordable homes in fully-
integrated, sustainable communities across Ireland.  
Ó Cualann recognises that integrated housing can have a transformative effect on wider societal issues 
such as equality, access to education and health and is working with local authorities and like-minded 
groups to change the way housing is delivered in Ireland. 
We welcome any steps which will make housing genuinely more affordable to the purchaser or the renter. 
We have some concerns about the General Scheme of Affordable Housing Bill 2020 as published.  
We think there may be an anomaly which could give a significant competitive advantage to private 
developers using the Shared equity scheme over similar L.A affordable schemes where SSF is utilised. We 
believe this is because it seems that the State proposes to make a larger subsidy, in the form of an equity 
share, available to the Private Developer than it will make available to L.A schemes. 
The best way to illustrate this is to imagine two adjoining schemes, say in South County Dublin, where a 
private developer is building and selling houses for €325,000 where a Shared Equity Scheme is available 
and the L.A is building and selling affordable houses for €250,000 using the Site Services Fund and an 
equity share. (All figures incl. VAT). 
The developer’s price includes a site value of €35k, L.A. Development levies of €11k and a margin. 
The L.A. affordable price also assumes a site value of €35k, L.A. Development levies of €11k and a reduced 
margin but crucially the L.A. affordable price benefits from a SSF contribution of €35k. 
 
As envisioned in the Bill, a purchaser who can only afford to pay say €227,500 for a house, with a 90% bank 
mortgage, can buy that €325,000 house using the new shared equity scheme. The same purchaser might 
have approached the LA for their house and could afford The LA house with a Rebuilding Ireland Mortgage. 
His option is to buy the LA House for €250,000 or the Developer’s house at €227,500. 
This gives a clear competitive advantage to the developer. 
Both deals have an equity share to be paid back over time. 
The issue is not just the competitive advantage but the cost to the exchequer. (Compare the Blue & Yellow 
tabs in the attached table).  
What is required to restore the competitive advantage to the LA scheme, is that the state makes a broadly 
similar subsidy available to the LA as it makes available to the Developer.  
To address this, we have looked at two potential scenarios: 
In scenario (a) we envisage the LA taking a 30% share of the Delivery cost. 
In scenario (b) (we envisage the LA taking a 40% share of the market value. 
Scenario (a) costs €85,000. 
Scenario (b) costs €90,000 even though it is worth €130,000 to the L.A.  
Both cost less than the subsidy to the Private Developer. 
(Compare the Yellow tab with the Green & Orange in the attached table). 
 
Both scenarios restore the competitive advantage to the L.A. at no additional cost to the exchequer. 
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It is unfortunate that the proposed Bill validates an already inflated house price which is set by private 
developers and accepted by the Government as the true value of the house. 
The State accepts this value as the base figure and works back from this figure instead of starting with the 
actual cost of construction, adding on the land value, development levies and a nominal margin to arrive at 
a base price, a system which is being employed by some Local Authorities. 
 
 
Is mise le meas. 
 
 
 
 
 
Hugh Brennan 
 



Market Shared Equity Scheme Vs

Site Services Fund+ Equity Share.

(Based on figures for an actual scheme under consideration.)

Private Developer

Market Value Estimate 325,000€                     (incl. site value: €35k)

Shared Equity @30% PAID TO 

DEVELOPER 97,500€                       

Developer Discounted Sales Price 227,500€                     

Local Authority scheme

Market Value Estimate 325,000€                     (incl. site value: €35k)

L.A. Delivery Cost Est. 285,000€                     

SSF  paid to L.A. 35,000€                       

L.A Discounted Sale Price 250,000€                     

Notes on Cost of Subsidies to State
Subsidy paid to Developer for 30% 

Equity Share 97,500€                       

SSF  paid to L.A. 35,000€                       

 Scenario (a)

Equity Share @30% of 

L.A. Cost+ margin.

L.A. Delivery Cost Est. 285,000€ (incl. site value: €35k)

SSF as Equity paid to L.A. 12% 35,000€    

Extra Shared Equity 18% 50,500€    

L.A. Discounted sale price (a) 199,500€ 

 Scenario (a)

 SSF & Extra Share  equity paid to LA 85,500€             

 Scenario (b)

Equity Share @40% of 

Market Price

Market Value Estimate % of Market Value 325,000€ (incl. site value: €35k)

L.A. Delivery Cost Est. 285,000€           (incl. site value: €35k)

SSF as Equity 11% 35,000€    

Extra Shared Equity 29% 95,000€    

Value of Equity Share to L.A. 130,000€ 

Actual cost of Equity share (L.A. Del Est. - Disc Sales Price) 90,000€              

L.A. Discounted sale price (b) 195,000€ 

 Scenario (b)

 SSF & Extra Share  equity paid to LA 90,000€             

Result: L.A. Maintains competitive advantage at no extra coat to Exchequer.

Result: Significant competitive advantage to Private Developer and  extra cost 

to Exchequer

 


